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About me

● Now: PhD thesis at SEPIA team IRIT (Toulouse)
○ Supervisors: Georges DA COSTA and Jean-Marc PIERSON
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Part1: Master’s thesis
Parameterized Embodied Emissions Calculator 
(PEEC) for telecommunication networks equipment
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Topic

● Base station = 1G / 2G / 3G / 4G / 5G
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Results: PEEC, a streamlined tool

● Simplified LCA, to be used by different users
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Results: case study 4G base station

● (embodied = 10-15% emissions over the full life cycle of a BS)

● 5G: coming soon...
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Main takeaway of my Master’s thesis

● Significant uncertainties = challenge in life cycle assessment
○ No data to test against, instead:

– Comparison with literature / standards

– Transparently reported method

– Systematic discussion about source of uncertainty

– Sensitivity analysis

● Interest and risk of simplified tools like PEEC

● Sustainability action in tech companies
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Part2: PhD topic
Involving the user in 
environmental-aware clouds
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Starting point of my PhD

Hilty, L.M., Aebischer, B., 2015. Ict for sustainability: An emerging research field, in: ICT Innovations for Sustainability. Springer, pp. 3–36. 
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Starting point of my PhD

Hilty, L.M., Aebischer, B., 2015. Ict for sustainability: An emerging research field, in: ICT Innovations for Sustainability. Springer, pp. 3–36. 

“Technology 
will save us”

Ericsson?
What risks 
to happen 
in fact...

Master’s thesis
(see before)

Energy efficiency
(see after)
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Technical leverages for footprint reduction 
available for data center operators

● Energy efficiency
○ Workload consolidation and shut-down techniques

○ Virtualization: packing several virtual machines on the same hardware

○ Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS)

○ Heterogeneous computing: power- and thermal-aware scheduling

● Use of renewable energies
○ Workload adaptation to power envelope

○ Geographic load shifting

● Data center environment
○ Cooling management, waste heat utilization

○ Batteries (UPS, fuel cells, ...)
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Usual objectives

● Maximize performance under 
energy/CO2 constraints

● Minimize energy/CO2 under 
performance constraints

(performance = throughput, 
makespan, response time, SLA 
violation, ...) 

Being transparent to the user = rebound effects?
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Including the user 

● Answer to the demand from users for green services
○ Why? Legal obligations for companies / sustainability-concerned citizens

○ How? Users pay for green warranty (pricing / green Service Level Agreement)

● Enable new leverages for footprint reduction
○ Which? Accept delay, degradation, less availability

– Temporal flexibility: “I accept to delay the execution of my task”

– Spatial flexibility: “I accept to lower the resources granted to my task”

○ How? Users rewarded for their flexibility (pricing / eco-label)

=> Opportunity to counteract rebound effect
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One example: tuning the size of VMs

● Model: IaaS cloud, HPC jobs, 
consolidation and shut-off 
techniques

● User choice: reduce the size of 
her VM (big/medium/small)

● Results: 50% gain by only 
allowing consolidation and shut-
down, even better (up to 60-65%) 
the more users choose a 
small/medium VM size 

David Guyon et al., 2019. Involving users in energy conservation: a case study in scientific clouds.
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Going further

● Limitation of reviewed literature
○ Simplistic distribution of user requirements

– Uniformly distributed / fixed pattern => more realistic user model?

– User requirements likely to evolve with time

○ Unclear how certain approaches can have an overall positive impact on the environment

● Going further
○ Study more “extreme” involvement of user

○ Combine user as flexibility and user calling for more sustainability

○ Mechanisms for sufficiency

○ Include an LCA dimension?
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Conclusion

● Thanks for your attention!

● Master’s thesis: estimation of radio base station’s embodied carbon 
emissions 

○ new and active research field

○ uncertainties

● PhD thesis: involving the user in environmental-aware clouds
○ avoid rebound effect

○ I plan to look into highly committed solutions

● Do not hesitate for questions :-) : mael.madon@irit.fr 

mailto:mael.madon@irit.fr
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ANNEX
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Method: streamlining LCA

Life Cycle 
Assessment 

(LCA)

User 
expectations

Literature on 
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11 customer 
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A TaxonomyandFutureDirectionsfor SustainableCloudComputing:360DegreeView App-49

is contributingto growingcomplexities in themanagement of CDCs. To better managetheir re-
sourcesandmonitor applicationexecutionandresourcestatus,workssuchas[160] arestartingto
usedeep-learningapproachesfor detectinganomalies. Such deep-learningtechniquesneedtobe
developedfor better management of resourcesandworkloadsof emergingapplication models in
areliableandenergy-ef cient manner without af ectingthequality of servicedeliveredtousers.

F SUSTAINABLE CLOUD COMPUTING ARCHITECTURE: A CONCEPTUAL MODEL

Toresolvethesechallenges,cloudcomputingarchitecturesisneededthatcanprovidesustainable
andreliablecloud services. Earlier modelsby Arlitt et al. [19] andGuitart [87] havebeen highly
innovative, but as theresearch has persistently grown in thef eld of sustainablecloud comput-
ing,anewconceptual model tocover other importantaspectsof sustainability isneeded.A model
proposed by Arlitt et al. [19] is focused only on cooling management of CDCs and energy stor-
agemanagement, whileamodel proposedby Guitart [87] is focusedon management of cooling,
infrastructure, and workloads. Therefore, our model augments the previous aspects and covers
all of theimportant components: (i) layered architecture, which comprisessoftware(application
management), platform(workload and VM/Resourcemanagement), and infrastructuremanage-
ment; (ii) cooling management; (iii) energy management (renewable and grid energy); and (iv)
thermal-awareaspectsof CDCsanddescribes theinteractionsamongthem. Figure38showsthe
conceptual model for sustainablecloudcomputingintheformoflayeredarchitecture,whichof ers
holisticmanagement of cloudcomputingresourcestomakecloudservicesmoreenergy ef cient,
sustainable,andreliable.

Fig.38. Conceptual model for sustainablecloudcomputing.

ACM ComputingSurveys,Vol.51,No.5,Article104.Publicationdate:December 2018.

Source: Gill, S.S., Buyya, R., 2018. A Taxonomy and Future Directions for Sustainable Cloud Computing: 360 Degree View.
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Static distribution of power purchase 
agreement?

Source: Haque et al. 2013
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Less violations by rejecting more SLAs?

Source: Haque et al. 2013

● Rejected / dissatisfied user: where will she run her tasks?
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Limited results

Source: Orgerie et al. 2008
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